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Theory –

The braking system has been split into three parts. Rear brakes, hydraulics and front brakes.

This report is to focus on the front brakes

and how they will link to the hydraulics and

rear brakes. There are two main types of

Primary system

layout for hydraulic braking systems, a

diagonal spilt system and a front/rear split

system. A diagonal split system works by

Front

connecting one of the front brakes to one of

Rear

the back breaks on the opposite side. So in a

diagonal spilt system the front left brake is

connected to the back right brake making

Secondary

one circuit. The other circuit would then be

system

back left brake to front right brake. In a

front/rear split system the front and rear

brakes have their own circuits. This means both front brakes are on one circuit and the back

brakes on another. Diagonal split systems are usually used for front wheel drive and a

front/rear split system is used for rear wheel drive vehicles. These layouts are also known as

dual circuit. The car will operate a dual circuit for the braking system. Dual circuits provide

extra safety with the car. If one circuit breaks for some reason the other circuit can still supply

the essential fluid to the brakes enabling the brakes to still function.

The braking system functions by fluid being fed from a reservoir into the master cylinder piston.

This fluid is pushed into the hydraulic brake lines and into the caliper pistons. When force is

relieved from the brake pedal a spring within the master cylinder pushes the piston back

allowing fluid back into the cylinder ready

for when the pedal is next applied. When

the brake fluid flows into the caliper

pistons this causes the brake pads to rub

and squeeze against the brake disc. Large

amounts of friction between the pads and

the disc cause the rotation of the disc and

brake hub to slow down or stop. The

brake discs often have grooves and holes

drilled into them to gain extra friction

when the brake force is applied. The

brake disc is fixed to the brake hub. The

wheel/rim can then be attached and

when enough force is applied to the brake

discs the wheels will in turn, either slow

down or stop turning completely.

When a car is moving and the brake disc is turning freely with no pressure applied to it by the

brake pads, it builds up kinetic energy. This kinetic energy is transferred into heat energy

through the friction caused by the pads rubbing and pressing against the disc. This means that

many of the components in the braking system have to be able to withstand heat and wear from

the constant braking.
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The brake pads are usually made up of a friction material that has been binded by resin. When

the discs and pads get too hot this resin can start to give off gas vapour. This gas can get in the

way of the pad and the disc causing a loss of friction. This is common in older cars and is called

brake fade. The materials used in brake pads nowadays give out less gas by changing the

materials they are made from. New brake pads send heat through the caliper but this in turn

heats the brake fluid causing air bubbles in the hydraulic fluid. To combat this, designers cut

grooves into the disc and drill holes so that air can be sucked into to help cool down the system.

The front brakes will consist of wheel hub, callipers, brake discs, pistons and brake pads.

Design proposals

The system for this car is to be a front/rear split system. This is because the car is going to be

rear wheel drive.

Brake Disc – The brake discs need to be made from a material that can withstand high

temperatures and general wear from friction caused by the braking process. Grooves and holes

cut into the disc can improve friction and air flow between the pads and disc. The materials

used need to have a high friction co-efficient to make the braking system more efficient. Some

materials with high co-efficient are heavy and will add extra weight to the car that might be

unnecessary. Drilled holes in the discs can lead to cracks and deformations of the discs that

could result with failure. However drilled discs would also offer less weight than a whole disc.

Dual discs are another option for the braking system. Two discs attached to each other with

gaps going through the middle to help air flow and help with cooling. For the car grooves will be

cut into the discs but the drilled holes may be left out to prevent any failure of the material.

Although the car will not be doing speeds over 25mph so drilled holes may still be possible.

Calipers and Caliper pistons – The brake caliper houses the brake pads and pistons. Calipers

usually have four pistons in each one. As the shell car is only going to be doing speeds of 20-30

miles per hour it may be possible to use just 2 in each calliper. There are two main types of

caliper use in automobiles, a fixed caliper and a floating caliper. Fixed calipers as the name

suggests are fixed to a certain point around the brake disc whereas floating calipers rotate

around the brake discs rotational axis. The floating caliper has a common problem with regard

to the pressure exerted onto the brake disc. Floating calipers put more pressure onto the inside

of the pad then the other side. This can cause uneven heat and friction wear of the disc and can

affect the performance of the brakes. Floating calipers pistons pushes against the brake disc

from one side whilst pulling the other side of the caliper with a pad towards the brake. In fixed

calipers there are pistons on the either side of the brake disc. And each pad is controlled by two

or more pistons. When the brake pedal is pushed in these pistons push the brake pads on either

side into the disc to slow or stop the car. The type of caliper to be used in the car is going to be a

fixed caliper.

Brake Lining – Hydraulic brake lines feed the caliper pistons with the hydraulic fluid. This line is

connected to the mast cylinder and when the force is applied to the brake pedal the fluid is

pushed into these lines into the brakes. These are sometime referred to as hoses. These lines are

not likely to be manufactured and will be sourced from outside of the university.
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Connecting with Suspension – The suspension team are to

use double wishbones at the front of the car. This type of

suspension set up has two connecting arms with a string in

the middle. The ends of the suspension arms will be

attached to component at the top and bottom. In the middle

of this component will be a fixture for securing the

suspension arms to the brakes which will in turn be

connected to the wheels.



Below is a list of materials in consideration for manufacture of break discs, calipers and pads.

The material selection is likely to be the same for the front and rear of the car and will be chosen

by the brake team.

Material



Properties



Cast iron (grey

iron)



Used in most cars. It’s heavy and would add

extra weight to the car. It could be coupled

with a lighter material.

Would decrease weight compared to iron

and other metals. Although it has a lower

melting point and lower heat resistance. It

would wear easily.

In comparison to cast iron, Titanium alloy

could lower weight of brake disc roughly by

35%. Good strength and heat resistance

make it a high contender for the disks.



Aluminium

Titanium (Ti-6Al4V)

Medium Carbon

Steel



Mild Steel



Medium carbon steel is often used for

components in automobiles. It has a carbon

content of approximately 0.30–0.59%It has

a high heat and wear resistance

Is widely used for many applications. Car

chassis and motor bike frames often use this

material. It does have poor resistance to

corrosion unless paints or protected.

Carbon content is less than 0.3



Ceramics
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Weight (kg / m3)



7208.30852

2562.95414



3540.08041



7850



7 849.04705



Material

Aluminium

Aluminium

Aluminium

Aluminium

Cast Iron

Cast iron

Cast iron

Mild Steel

Steel

Titanium



Material

Aluminium

Cast iron

Mild Steel

Titanium

Cast iron

Mild Steel

Titanium

Mild Steel

Titanium

Titanium



Static

1.05 – 1.35

0.6

0.45

0.41

1.1



Sliding

1.4

0.46

0.38

0.15

0.23



0.49

0.74

0.48

0.36



0.57

0.48

0.30



Above is a table showing the friction co-efficient of different metals being considered for

manufacture. Materials with high co- efficient are preferable as the more friction the better the

braking. Aluminium has a high frictional co- efficient with itself but has a lower melting point

than most metals resulting in lower heat resistance. It also has a lower resistance to corrosion

but as this car is not going to be doing speeds over 25-30mph it could still be used. Medium

carbon steel co-efficients were hard to find but as a material it is commonly used in automobiles

and has good strength and better wear resistance than mild steel. The higher levels of carbon a

appose to mild steel give it better strength.

Calculations

As this is the early stages of the design work some figures for the calculation have been

estimated. Dimensions of the car body have been provided by the appropriate design team and

the centre for gravity horizontally has been estimated at 50/50 from the wheel base. The

vertical centre of gravity has been estimated to 30/70 of the cars vertical height. The weight of

the car has also been estimated as 275kg which is the maximum weight allowed by the shell

rules plus the drivers weight. Many more calculations are need but at this stage in the design

process not all of the variables are known. Below are the calculations that are currently

available to be followed by a list of calculations to do later in the process when the information

is known.

Acceleration



𝑣 2 = 𝑢2 + 2𝑎𝑠



𝑎=



𝑢2



𝑎=



2𝑠



(8.9408)2

12



= −6.661m/s2



Answer is negative as this is need for deceleration.

Braking force

F=force

M=mass

A=acceleration



𝐹 = 𝑀𝑎



𝐹 = 275𝑥 − 6.66 = 1831.5N



Rear and front axle loads of incline
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As stated in the shell eco marathon rules, the car must be able to stop/park on a 20% incline.

When parked/stopped on an incline the lower axel holds the most load.

Rf=front axle load

M = mass 275kg

Xr=horizontal C of G 0.7m

H= vertical Cof G 0.3735m

Wb=wheel base 1.4m

S=slope tan(20) 0.36



𝑅𝑓 =



M(xr−h∙S)

wb



= 𝑅𝑓



275(0.7−0.3735∙0.36)

1.4



=111.09kg (front axle load)



The rear axle load is calculated by finding the difference between the vehicle mass and the front

axel ∴



275

111.09



= 163.91kg



Traction force

Tfr=Traction force required N

M= Mass 275kg

G=acceleration due to gravity 9.8 m/s

S=slope (tan(20))



𝑇𝑓𝑟 =



M∙g∙S



𝑇𝑓𝑟 =



√(1+𝑆 2 )



275∙9.8∙0.36

√(1+0.362



= 921.7442863 = 921.744N



Single axel braked

𝜇𝑟 = coefrient of road and tyre 0.9

xr= horizontal C of G 0.7m

Wb= wheelbase 1.4m

h= vertical Cof G 0.3735m



𝑆=



𝜇∙𝑥𝑟



𝑆=



𝑤𝑏 +(𝜇𝑟∙ℎ)



0.9∙0.7

1.4+(0.9∙0.3735)



= 0.36287 = 0.363



For wet weather the friction co-efficient is lowered



𝑆=



0.25∙0.7

1.4+(0.25∙0.3735)



= 0.117184 = 0.117



Effective disc radius

Re=Effective disc radius m

D=disk useable outside diameter0.28 m

d=disc useable inside diameter 0.058m



𝑟𝑒 =



𝐷+𝑑

4



= 𝑟𝑒 =



0.28+0.058

4
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= 0.0845 m



Further calculations include wheel lock, brake torque, stop energy, kinetic energy, rotational

energy, potential energy, braking power, dry disc temperature, single stop temperature rise and

fade stop temperature rise.

Technical Specification front brakes 





































4 disc Hydraulic, Front/rear split, dual circuit system layout

Fixed calipers that will stay in the same position on brake disc

Two-four pistons for each caliper (one/two for each brake pad)

2 brake pads for each caliper/wheel to provide braking pressure from each side

One disc per wheel

Disk brake diameter 280mm

16 inch wheel Rims

Need to be Wet weather capable

Heat resistant materials possibly medium carbon

High friction between pads and disc

Brake lining will be sourced from outside the university

Braking force 1831.5N

Brake hub for each wheel

Brake hub must connect suspension and brake disc to the wheel.

Car must be able to park on a 20% incline

Brake pedal is required to have a minimum surface area of 25cm2

Weight of the car must be a maximum of 205kg without a drive inside.

Top speed of 25-30mph



Collaboration – The design team have been split into three groups. Each group has been given a

subsystem to design and develop. Two out of the three teams contain members that are part

time students. This can be a problem as they only time they are available in the university is in

the lecture. This means that communication between all the subsystem teams can be awkward

and meetings after the lecture are on small time scales. To combat this problem the use of social

media sites such as Facebook and other internet applications such as dropbox have been set up.

A private group has been opened on Facebook containing all members of the design team with

information about who is in which sub group. This group makes it extremely easy to contact,

exchange files and links to information as well as adding comments to all or any member of the

group about design options.

A separate group has been set up for the braking subsystem. This is used for the same purposes

but braking subsystem meetings are much easier to organise and have been on-going since the

start of this project.

To continue the design and calculating the braking system key information must come from

groups working on the chassis and suspension system. The suspension is extremely important

as it must be attached to the brakes and wheel. When CAD files have been created the online

group provides a platform for files to be shared and checked that all parts fit together from

different teams. It also gives the opportunity to give and gain feedback on the design work.

Details for centre of gravity and connecting the suspension to the braking system will be given

by this team.
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Designs for brake disc are likely to be similar if not the same at the front and rear. Concepts will

be produced by both members of the braking subsystem and will then be subject to concept

selection to choose the best and most practical concept to be used in the system. Tim Canty is

designing the brakes for the rear of the car. Tasks have been split between front and rear. The

front will design the initial concepts whilst the rear works out dimensions and placement of the

discs. These concept and information will be shared and developed appropriately. Jeffery

Baskett is the third member of the design team designated to the braking system and designing

the master cylinder and brake pedal. Information will be shared to find the best solution for

attaching the front and rear brakes to this cylinder.
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Braking System – Front brake disc and Calipers
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This section lists the parts and decisions made for the design, manufacture and design for

manufacture processes

Caliper Front

A caliper houses all the components for brakes such as pistons and brake pads. This brake caliper has

been designed as two parts as appose to a monobloc caliper

that was in consideration in the early stages of the design

process. The two part caliper would be easier to

manufacture on a CNC machine than a monobloc caliper. It

would only need to drilled from two sides whereas a

monobloc would have to be drilled from 4 four side. There

are two unthreaded holes at the top for clamping the 2 parts

together with screws and bolts. Originally the caliper was

designed so it would curve around the wheel and cover the outer diameter of half the brake discs.

As the car will only be reaching speeds of 25 to 30 miles per hour, this design was deemed to uses

too much material. This would add unnecessary costs for material and manufacture and the caliper

would be too big for the application in which is being design for. It would also add unnecessary

weight to the design.

The holes for feeding brake fluid to the pistons has

been straighten so that they can be conked. The

previous design had undercuts that would not have

been achievable via the CNC process. It has been

shorten in length and width to minimise cost and

weight. The front has been extended on one of

caliper and holes added for attaching to the

suspension. That is the only difference between the

two caliper parts.

Holes for securing caliper

together (no thread)



Holes for retaining pins going

straight through the caliper



15mm Pistons

in piston

housing with

seals



Hydraulic brake fluid lines



Pad and Pad housing

with holes at the top

for the retaining pins

Caliper back
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